AN ENDLESS CHAIN OF EVIDENCE

Never before in the history of Physical Culture has a trainer received so much praise from his pupils.

The claim that the old fashioned systems collapse before the endless chain of evidence in support of the world famous Aston System. Day by day my deal is crowned with the laurels of delighted pupils. I am the champion trainer of Champions! My whole career as a Physical Culture Expert has been a fight against those who have "commercialised" a noble calling.

I have always given my pupils a genuine personal course of training, and I have been rewarded with their enthusiastic appreciation.

WHAT IS THE RESULT? The Aston system has won more diplomas of merit than all the other systems put together. That is an absolute fact which you cannot gainsay when you decide on your system of training. If you are going to waste your time and money on other systems which have been proved a failure, you know where to apply. But if you want to gain a powerful muscular development and great strength, you must train on the Aston System. Remember, Aston pupils are not trained by a duplicating machine! They are trained by Britain's Strongest Man, Middleweight Champion of the World and Heavy-Weight Champion of the British Empire! Each pupil receives specially prepared systems suited to his individual powers.

That is why you are bound to be a success if you become an Aston pupil. Read the opposite page, and send in the coupon at once.

EDWARD ASTON,
The World's Greatest
Trained and Physical
Culture Expert,

3, ASTON HOUSE,
GOLDEN SQUARE, LONDON, N.W.